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Dear Team BCPS Class of 2020,

Congratulations! This is your day.

Your journey to graduation has spanned the majority of this century. As the world has evolved, you have taken on challenges, grown as a friend and teammate, and become an expert on the important subject of yourself. You have developed as a leader inside and outside of the classroom. I’m so glad that I had the pleasure of meeting many of you.

Proudly by your side from your first day of school to this very moment, you have been surrounded by the love and support of family members, teachers, and school leaders. I appreciate their dedication to your growth. Be sure to thank those who helped you along the way.

You deserve to cherish this culmination of your many years of hard work. When your name is called, please know how proud you have made all of us—your loved ones, your school family, and Team BCPS.

Please enjoy your commencement, and I wish you all the best in your next phase of life.

Sincerely,

Darryl L. Williams
Superintendent

Raising the bar, Closing gaps, Preparing for our future
June 17, 2020

Greetings and congratulations to our graduates and guests,

This year as a Randallstown High School family, in our hallowed classrooms, hallways, courts and fields across our campus; in our work, in our service, in our leadership and in our support of one another, we have kept our focus on our school’s theme of “Embodying Excellence”. The goal of all of our decisions, efforts and endeavors in every arena at RHS is to reach and achieve that moment of embodiment, when our attitudes, intentions and actions all align with what we know is our very best.

At Randallstown High School, we know that excellence takes commitment and work. Excellent scholarship, excellent athleticism, excellent service, leadership and character is unrelenting, complicated work. At times, we find ourselves surrounded by temptations to be an example of less than excellence—this can be distracting. Today, we celebrate the most powerful commemoration of that embodiment; graduation, because each student, and every parent, family member and friend that has supported them, has done the important work of making the choice to do what is right, what is healthy, what is good even when it is difficult. Despite transitions, challenges, and obstacles every young man and woman here has conquered and risen to become the best version of themselves.

At Randallstown High School, our school colors of black and gold align and showcase our commitment to excellence. Gold is the most noble of metals and elements—when it is faced with great pressure, heat or stress it stretches, adapts and responds but never breaks and even when it is stretched and stressed so that it looks like it might be weakened, it remains unbreakably strong. Gold conquers whatever it faces and maintains its value, its power, its excellence without fail. As graduates of Ram Nation, the men and women we honor today will go on to the next phase of their lives and educations recognized by their gold.

Graduates, as you move forward, continue to give and to be your very best despite what is around and before you. Do this and you will continue to achieve your hopes, dreams and goals. If you hold on to that commitment to demonstrating excellence regardless of what is happening around you, your happiness and fulfillment will grow to levels and depths you can’t even imagine. And as you experience that, maybe without even knowing it, you will be modeling for and inspiring others to pick themselves up when they are tempted to give up. Know that those moments, where it seems like everyone around you is tempted to give up and give in, are the greatest opportunities to grow and make yourself and life extraordinary.

It has been a great honor and privilege to share in your journey through high school. We look forward to celebrating your continued success and triumphs as you build the meaningful, rewarding lives full of opportunity, growth and joy that we hope for you, and that you deserve.

Congratulations graduates of the Class of 2020!

Mr. Aubrey P. Brown Jr., Principal
Randallstown High School
Program

Welcome ................................................................. Aubrey Brown, Principal

Presentation of Colors ................................. Randallstown High School NJROTC

Pledge of Allegiance ................................. Teresa Okello, Class Secretary

National Anthem .................................. Renee’ Chambers, RHS Staff Member
(accompanied by Janee Johnson, RHS Vocal Director)

The Occasion and Recognition of Guests.......... Aubrey Brown, Principal

Commencement Address .................. Dr. Darryl Williams, Superintendent

Reflections/Introduction of Valedictorian ..... Nana Boateng, Salutatorian

Valedictorian Address ................................. David Nguyen, Valedictorian

Presentation of the Class of 2020 .................. Aubrey Brown, Principal

Conferring of Diplomas .............................. Cheryl Pasteur
Board of Education of Baltimore County

Virtual Procession of Graduates

Turning of Tassels .................................. Isaiah Patterson, Class President

Alma Mater ......................................................... Class of 2020
Janee’ Johnson, RHS Vocal Director
CLASS OF 2020

Tristan Xavier Adams
Ayanfeoluwa Elizabeth Agboola
Marian Olubukola Akinleye
Joseph Temitope Akinrotoye
Debra Adarora Alaoma
Camron Lee Anderson
Arnaud Aurel Anglade
arah Taburg-Angato Anoma
Michael Chidiebere Anoruo
Eseose Atuegbe-Eidaghese
Re'Niya Nicole Avery
Jaylin Isaiah Bailey
D'Alessandra Gonzalez Bain
Tajae Delorse Baker
Taliyah Shianne Baker
Abdulbasit Moyosola Bamidele
Sydney La'Rae Bass
Armani Tanay Bates
Davon Nicholas Bell
Madisyn Mae Betterson
Andriana Tchuente Bikay
Dillan Pugeh Bilikha
Jordan Myles Blackwood
Nana Yaa Achiaa Boateng
Camiryn Frances Brooks
Da'Quian Dante Brown
Janet Marie Brown
Jeffrey Eric Brown
Maya Dasha Brown
Nickelle Dasha Brown
Owen Marcus Brown
Syncere Marcelous Brown
Troy Washington Brown
Rashaurd Maurice Bryant
Tiffini Angel Mae Busick
Aliya Skye Butler
Marissa Jordan Call
Zenas Edward Campbell
Karianna Nicole Elaine Carcamo
Brittney Leigh Carr
Laura Chuong
Kayla Jalynn Clarke
William Albert Coleman
Mekhi Nathan Connor
Myron Rasheed Connor
Christopher Kailil Crawford
Cahlia Hasseline Crutchfield
Corey Julian Cumbo
Naseah Shilon Daniel
Tremaine Corfaye Dansbury
Kiana Brene' Davis
Taylah Ley'e'l Davis
Cameran Myles Dent
Fatoumata Fafa Diallo
Cameron Daquan Dingle
Jordan Alexander Drennan
Emmanuel Oluwatoyin Eko
Keshawn Avante Ennals
Dwayne Antonio Evans
Tasaun Katrice Aprayer Evans
David Chikezie Ezeala
Ebenezer Oluwadamilare Fadojutimi
Isaiah Montez Ferguson
Namra Fiaz
Khaaliq Ishmael Fuller
Bryan Robert Gambrill
Terrence Xavier Gaskins
Angelo Lee Gillyard
Emmanuella Okpara Godswill
Henry Bassey Goncalves
Joshua Deonta Gracey
Dashawn Andrez Green
Radrea Mathew Green
Kasie Miracle Ann Griffin
Matthieu Dimetri Griffiths
Jade Zola Aaliyah Hall
Ariel Vanaesha Hamlin
Shayla Janeisha Taylor Hamm
Jamari Marquese-Rashar Hammond
Taylor Brenae Handy
Kaiya Milaan Harrell-Torry
Andrew Christopher Harris
Tyrel Cameron Adonis Harris
Arkeem Antonio Sunnie Harrison
Diamonti Kenyon Harvell
Darien Jamal Hawkins
Eric Darnell Herbert
Jonnaye Kiara Hewitt
Cameron-Davis Freeland Hill
Daniel Jerome Hill
Isaiah Joseph Hill
Rory Lailunie Hill
Kyaliah Danielle Hodge
Khalil Shamaun Andrew Holmes
Makayla Ariana Holmes
Saniya Calise Holmes
Jarie Lamar Howell
Autumn Sydney Hurst
Olumide Emmanuel Idowu
Enahoro Christian Rawlings Igelugbo
Progress Iluobe
John Ikenna Iroanya
Kitiara Nicola Jackson
Savanna Monica Jackson
Trinity Lamia Jackson
Yolanda Paige Jacobs-Chapman
Alycia Cheyenne Johnson
Jehmiah Haseem Johnson
Kiyamonie Aniya Johnson
Lazair Eva Leeann Johnson
Mikenzie Indeah Johnson
Toronto Antonio Johnson
Akeira Briana Jones
Jayda Lashae Jones
Michael Anthony Jones
Taylor Nicole Jones
Ryen Aleah Jubilee
Anolyn Razon Keenum
Byron Kenard
Savannah Lynn Krug
Morrietta Sianneh Kwekeh
Janiya Donetta Larkins
Caleb Jamiah Leach
Mariah Alicia Lee
Carver Leon Lewis
Kaylin Marie Little
Anthony Scott Manning
Justin Devon Mariner
Bryan Oswaldo Marquez
Jasmine Denise McAllister
Makiya Elena Renee’ McCrea
Mikayla Cherrell McLaughlin
Any Simone McSears
Chase Emmanuel McWhite
Kya Lenay Miles
Kenya Lamia Mitchell
Daron Bobby Moore
Janiya Erica Morrison
Kwesi Kenmore Murphy
Leon Muruthi Mutitu
Odarie Omarie Myrie
Brittany Zelene Nell
Kayla Quinn Nelson
Yamira Rameka Newmuis-Cherry
Frank Newsome
Zachary Brennan Newton
David Lythienvinh Nguyen
Takira Keyona Oaks
Chinemerem Amit Obiechefu
Daniel Esau Ocampo
Daniella Chidinma Offiah
Teniola Atinuke Ogunbayo
Teresa Margaret Aoko Okello
Daniel Adewunmi Olofi
Aaliyah Rayshele Outlaw
Demarco Anthony Paige
Isaiah Rashad Patterson
Omar Jahad Pearce
Iru Jutus Lee Pettus
Aaliyah Philippe-Auguste
Tyus Montaye Pitt
Tony Delmar Plater
Darryl Jewel Preddy
Camren Jacob Putty
Taylah Anyah Queen
Malachi Jesus Queensbury
Yasmin Anya Ramsighn
Kayla Meli Ray
Kamilah Fiona-Hodijah Raymond
Sanier Lavernia Roache
Cydni Aniyah Robinson
Dwayne Gregory Robinson
Kennedy Simone Virginia Robinson
Zunrah Joy Robinson
Tatyanah Aaliyah Rochester
Kayla Maria Rodriguez-Garcia
Jadia Dennel Roney
William Aaron Samuels
Logan Xavier Santa Cruz
Destinee Jahlynn Joyce Scott
A’naye Brianna Sedgewick
Troi Xavier-Leah Sedgwick
Davida Kayla Seeipersad
Nicholas Ricky Seeipersad
Jahmik Tyree Smalls
Austin Vernon Smith
Jahi Sydney Andrew Smith
Joshua Emanuel Smith
Kelonah La’Tajah Smith
Kyra Nerisse Smith
Taylor Smith
Deon Chino Smith-McKee
Lael Shirelle Solomon
Alyssa Camalita Somar
T’Yanna Myshell Joyce Stephenson
Mekhi Jahi Stevens
Sabree Nicole Stoddart
Emmanuel Joseph Suazo
Shari Nicole Swann
Towann Darrell Swann
Ariana Anyi-Agbor Tanyi
Shawn Jackson Tapper
Autumn Annique Tate
Antoine Jeffrey Taylor
Camron Jaheim Terrelonge
Anysa Yvonne Thomas
Kaiyla Lezette Thomas
Derek Anthony Thompson
Ahmad Khalid Thornton
Tereka Tavia Thorpe
Deion Lee Thurman
Darian Neil Tooles
Kennedy Nicole Torain
Keziah Christian Torry
Gabriel Aaron Turner
Nyglle Gabriel Turner
Olivia Andrea Tutt
Gabriel Izuzechukwu Udemb
Adaora Brittney Umeadi
Devin William Venable
Aaron Nathaniel Ward
Yasmine Tabanya Ward
Derikah Reanna Christin Washington
Krisshona Nyeaila Watson
Jervez Peter Mervin Watt
Faith Maria Wells
Jeniah Tarshae-Yvonne White
Rayshawn Lamar White
Kiarrah Tikya Whitener
Bryan Anthony Wickham
Brianna Shaiyanne Williams
Taniyah Lane Williams
Tyona Christine Williams
Brianna Lamya Wooden
William Earl Isaac Worthan
Taziyah Dionne Wright
Travon Donte Larae Wright
Samantha Nicole Yoder
Comfort Ziah
ALMA MATER

Oh, Randallstown we love your name
We’ve entered into lead and gain
The knowledge that is sure and pure
Secure the days and nights endured
And forward upward toward the sky
Lead us onward Randallstown High

The mighty Ram strong and proud
Courageous, brave we sing out loud
The black and gold its radiance be
Its loyalty bestowed to me
Majestically the banner flies
Lead us onward, Randallstown High

Our loyalty we vow to you
As sons and daughters always true
You’ve opened doors, you’ve helped us see
You’ve made our dreams reality
Embraced our thought, we now reply
Lead us onward, Randallstown High